116 Member Agencies

- 91 Municipalities
- 19 Joint Powers Authorities
- 6 Special Districts

Membership
Member Profile

Average population of 30,779

Average payroll is $6.9 million

Thirty five have police departments

Twenty seven have fire departments
Measuring Loss Control Effectiveness

• Through our loss control efforts can we see a change in loss frequency and severity?
• Through our loss control efforts can we reduce exposure to the pool?
• Through our loss control efforts can we bring about change in how our members view and manage risk?
Change in Loss Frequency and Severity

- We must understand the relationship between the exposure and the loss
- Preventable vs. non-preventable
- Proximate cause vs. root cause
- Human and external forces
Reduce Exposure to the Pool

• Must have a way to identify exposure
• Must understand the risk associated with the exposure
• Must have tools to mitigate the exposure
Change How Members View and Manage Risk

- Must be able to create partnerships
- Must be able to add value
- Must understand the political and operational forces at play
Some Strategies at the California JPIA
Change in Loss Frequency and Severity

- Training
- Employment intervention
- Employment hotline
- ADA assistance
- Nurse triage
- Medical provider network
- Return to work
Reduce Exposure to the Pool

• Evaluations
• Contractual risk transfer
• Action plans
• Sidewalk inspections
• ADA assistance
• Risk technicians
• Root cause analysis
• Education
Change How Members View and Manage Risk

- Regional risk managers
- Engage governing body
- Educational forum
- Webcasts
- Annual meeting
- Governing body academy
- Executive academy
- Healthy member protocol
- Lessons learned reports
One more thing . . .
DATA
Key to Insight

1. Comparative
2. Predictive
3. Trend
4. Normalization
5. Segmentation
QUESTIONS?